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they're immigrants, operating in American laboratories and universities. they're Soviet spies,
compelled right into a community of terror, with their households dangling as hostages. whilst
Devereaux--the November Man--uncovers the brutal scheme, the forces of either East and
West mark him and the lady he loves for death. From California to Chicago to Switzerland, the
November guy tracks the cold-blooded mastermind who controls the numbers. In a vicious
maze of power, murder, and greed, each enemy could be a friend--and each friend, a
unexpected traitor.
I persisted my analyzing of the November guy sequence with The Zurich Numbers (November
Man #5) the Zurich Numbers, #5 within the sequence that includes Deveraux, the cold, greyeyed espionage agent who works for R part within the division of Agriculture, a competitor of the
CIA. As this novel opens Deveraux is in hiding as the KGB is on his path for fouling up one
among their prior operations. even though Deveraux seems to be to haven't any recognized
family members ties, he does in reality have an aunt, Melvina, who nonetheless lives in an
outdated condominium within the South aspect of Chicago the place Deveraux spent a part of
his youth. they've got no longer communicated in years yet in the future Deveraux gets an
envelope postmarked Chicago with a cryptic word enclosed with a code word that signals him
that his aunt has been visited by means of a few unwelcome characters. Deveraux units out for
Chicago to investigate. He discovers that brokers are tracking his aunt's house. He sneaks in to
speak to her.She has an East eu lady operating for her and after tracing a few leads Deveraux
discovers a slavery ring being operated out of the Soviet Union through the KGB. With their kids
held hostage again domestic those girl are anticipated to undercover agent in universities,
laboratories and different locations the place there may be info of curiosity to the KGB. those
preparations are facilitated by way of a portly intermediary in Zurich who acts as a guarantor for
the guarantees the KGB has made to those women. therefore the title, the The Zurich Numbers
(November Man #5) Zurich Numbers. Deveraux calls on journalist Rita Macklin for tips to
conceal this sort of girls in California. He additionally recruits former KGB agent Denisov, now
residing in America, to accompany him to Zurich to discover extra information in this blackmail
ring and to assist wrap it up. After a few hair-raising shut The Zurich Numbers (November Man
#5) calls they reveal the scheme and convey it to a conclusion.Another first-class espionage
mystery via Granger.
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